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Leaves have a central role in plant energy capture and carbon conversion and therefore must
continuously adapt their development to prevailing environmental conditions. To reveal the dynamic
systems behaviour of leaf development, we profiled Arabidopsis leaf number six in depth at four
different growth stages, at both the end-of-day and end-of-night, in plants growing in two controlled
experimental conditions: short-day conditions with optimal soil water content and constant reduced
soil water conditions. We found that the lower soil water potential led to reduced, but prolonged,
growth and an adaptation at the molecular level without a drought stress response. Clustering of the
protein and transcript data using a decision tree revealed different patterns in abundance changes
across the growth stages and between end-of-day and end-of-night that are linked to specific
biological functions. Correlations between protein and transcript levels depend on the time-of-day
and also on protein localisation and function. Surprisingly, only very few of 41700 quantified
proteins showed diurnal abundance fluctuations, despite strong fluctuations at the transcript level.
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Introduction
Leaves are key organs for plant biomass and seed production
because of their roles in energy capture and carbon conver-
sion. Recently, concerns about climate change have raised the
awareness of plants being exposed to increasing temperatures
and water scarcity (Fedoroff et al, 2010). Signal transduction
pathways and transcription factors have been identified that
are activated in response to drought and other abiotic stresses
(Sakuma et al, 2006). However, a systems-level analysis of
growth processes is needed to understand the regulatory
network that underlies adaptation to changes in soil water
content. Leaves provide the entry point for dissecting adaptive
regulatory processes because they must adjust their growth
and physiological responses to soil water availability. The
dynamics of leaf development and its subsequent growth to a
fully mature organ have been studied in different species at
both organ and cellular scales, but the underlying molecular
mechanisms are not yet fully understood. Typically, a leaf is
initiated at the shoot apical meristem at a site of maximum
auxin activity (Reinhardt et al, 2003), then the leaf primordium
grows through cell division. Subsequent leaf size and shape
result from differential patterns of cell proliferation and cell
expansion. During the proliferation phase, cells are multiplied
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through mitotic division and growth is mediated by the
increase in cytoplasmic volume accompanied by rapid protein
synthesis and active metabolism (Ingram and Waites, 2006).
In dicotyledonous plants, cell divisions in the leaf lamella
cease progressively, following a spatial gradient from the tip of
the leaf to its base that is more or less pronounced depending
on the species (Granier and Tardieu, 1998; Donnelly et al,
1999). This cell cycle arrest front moving through the
developing leaf is followed by a large increase in cell expansion
rate. Cell proliferation continues longer in dispersed stomate-
forming meristemoids and in vascular procambium (Donnelly
et al, 1999). Cell expansion is driven by uptake of water into
the vacuole and controlled modifications and enlargement of
the cell wall, and accounts for most of the leaf mass increase in
growing plants. It is associated with DNA endoreplication and
differentiation into specialised cells (Ingram andWaites, 2006;
Anastasiou and Lenhard, 2007; Gonzalez et al, 2012). The
impact of environmental constraints, such as light or soil water
deficit, on these processes is also well known at the leaf and
cell levels in both 2D (Cookson et al, 2006) and 3D (Wuyts
et al, 2012).
The successive steps of leaf growth are characterised
by distinct spatial and temporal molecular profiles. Specific
gene expression patterns during leaf initiation reflect the
establishment of polarity and early differentiation events
(Beemster et al, 2005; Fleming, 2005; Barkoulas et al, 2007;
Hay and Tsiantis, 2009). Recently, transcription data became
available for expanding and mature leaves for Arabidopsis
leaf 3 (Skirycz et al, 2010) and leaf 7 (Breeze et al, 2011).
However, the mechanisms that link gene expression patterns
to protein accumulation and regulatory networks are
essentially unknown. Large-scale protein profiling data for
leaf development have so far not been reported, although
differential protein expression and activity are the main
determinants of cellular states. Recent studies in various
organisms have revealed that protein abundance is regulated
at many different levels and that RNA expression dynamics
does not necessarily mediate proportional protein abundance
changes (de Sousa Abreu et al, 2009; Maier et al, 2009;
Piques et al, 2009; Vogel et al, 2010; Lee et al, 2011; Maier et al,
2011; Schwanha¨usser et al, 2011). Here, we report an
integrated analysis of quantitative transcript and protein
measurements at different stages of Arabidopsis leaf
development using leaf number 6 to establish how dynamic
RNA and protein patterns relate to the phenotypical
changes during leaf development. The light–dark cycle
leads to recurring fluctuations in the light regime and the
supply of carbon (Smith and Stitt, 2007; Usadel et al,
2008) and large changes in leaf expansion rates (Pantin
et al, 2011). We have integrated dynamic changes in
transcript and protein abundances at the end of the day
(EOD) and end of the night (EON) to gain insights into
how rapid and recurring changes in environmental condi-
tions modify responses during the developmental program.
We have also compared fully integrated data sets for leaf
number 6 of plants growing under optimal and reduced soil
water conditions to understand how a long-term constant
moderate water deficit influences physiological processes
and systems-level functions during leaf growth and
development.
Results
Scope of the study
The size and shape of individual leaves vary during plant
development, with morphological and physiological changes
marking the transition between different phases of plant
growth (Telfer et al, 1997). To avoid confusing the conse-
quences of the chronology of leaf production with the changes
associated with the development of individual leaves, we
limited our analyses to leaf 6, which is the first adult leaf of the
Arabidopsis thaliana (Col-4) rosette in the short-day condition
adopted for this study (8 h of constant illumination, 16 h of
darkness). Our primary objective was to quantitatively track
and compare the molecular components during growth of a
single leaf. Therefore, leaf 6 was harvested at four successive
stages of development for the analysis of their transcript and
protein profiles. We also investigated how the growth profiles
varied during the course of the day by comparing samples
collected at the EON and at the EOD, at each developmental
stage.We also compared how plants grown under a mild water
deficit (SWD) differ from the populationmaintained in optimal
watering conditions (SOW). The SWD conditions applied here
subjected the plants to 40% reduced soil water content from
early stages of development on and well before harvesting of
the earliest stage leaves.
The experimental design addressed multiple challenges. To
ensure proper statistical analysis and unless otherwise
specified, proteome and transcriptome profiling data were
obtained from the same biological samples that were
harvested in three independent biological experiments (i.e.,
three independent replicates). Profiling data were acquired
with the AGRONOMICS1 tiling array (Rehrauer et al, 2010) for
nuclear-encoded transcription, RT–qPCR for plastid gene
transcription, and iTRAQ technology (Ross et al, 2004; Pierce
et al, 2008) for quantitative proteomics (see Materials and
methods and Supplementary Information). Thousands of
plants were necessary in each experiment to provide enough
biological material for each time point between leaf emergence
and growth completion. To limit spatial and temporal
microenvironment heterogeneities, plants were grown in the
automated phenotyping platform PHENOPSIS (Granier et al,
2006; Fabre et al, 2011). All phenotypical and molecular
profiling data and metadata were integrated within a MySQL
relational database and a web site was established for data
sharing within the project and for dissemination to the
community http://www.agronomics.ethz.ch/.
Reducing soil water content strongly influences
leaf growth
Kinetics of leaf area and thickness expansion were very similar
between the three independent replicate experiments for both
SOWand SWD conditions, confirming that growth conditions
in the PHENOPSIS platform are accurately controlled and
results are reproducible across independent successive experi-
ments (Figure 1). A unique sigmoid curve was fitted to the
temporal increase in leaf area from leaf initiation until growth
cessation that occurred over a period of 28 days in the SOW
condition (Figure 1A). Relative area expansion rate was high
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during the first 10 days following leaf initiation and declined
afterwards until expansion ceased. The absolute area expan-
sion rate followed a bell-shaped curve and was highest around
15 days after leaf initiation (Supplementary Table 1). Leaf
growth was not synchronous in adaxial–abaxial (blade
thickness) and proximal–distal (blade area) dimensions
(Figure 1A and B). Rapid adaxial–abaxial growth started very
early during development and the leaf already reached
one-third of its final thickness when it emerged 7 days after
initiation. The absolute thickness expansion rate continued to
increase rapidly until 20 days after leaf initiation and thickness
reached its maximum a few days after the end of leaf area
expansion (Figure 1A; Supplementary Table 1). Based on these
profiles, four growth stages were selected for molecular
profiling: stage 1, with maximum relative area and thickness
expansion rates coinciding with leaf emergence; stage 2,
maximum area and thickness absolute expansion rates;
stage 3, decreasing leaf area and thickness expansion rates,
and stage 4, end of leaf area and thickness expansions.
The SWD condition had a marked effect on the area growth
and resulted in a 34% reduction in leaf area, whereas final
thickness showed a small non-significant reduction of 19% as
assessed with a Kruskall–Wallis rank sum test. These
decreases were mostly due to reduced area and thickness
expansion rates, which were partly offset by an extended
growth period (Figure 1A). Because leaf growth was slower in
SWD than SOW conditions, the four key stages defined above
were delayed accordingly to fit the same dynamics criteria
(Figure 1).
Cell number in the adaxial leaf epidermis increased rapidly
soon after leaf initiation. At stage 1, cells were dividing actively
with little expansion (Figure 1C). Epidermal cell division then
decreased, and cell expansion was maximal at stages 2 and 3
(Figure 1C and D; Supplementary Table 1), correlating well
with the leaf area increase during these phases. In the SWD
condition, the rate but not the duration of epidermal cell
division was reduced, resulting in 24% fewer cells compared
with the SOW leaf. Additionally, epidermal cell expansion was
also slower and final cell size was reduced by 15% in the SWD
leaf. Together, these data explain why the extended growth
period could not compensate for the reduced final area of the
SWD leaf.
The number of cell layers in the different tissues that
contribute primarily to leaf thickness was established early in
leaf development before stage 1 and was not affected in the
SWD leaf (Figure 2). As expected, the cell density in each
tissue was highest at stage 1 and decreased during the
subsequent stages (Supplementary Table 2). Consequently,
leaf growth in the adaxial–abaxial dimension was mostly the
result of cell expansion. Cell densities did not differ between
the SOW and SWD leaf for the adaxial and abaxial epidermis
and the palisade mesophyll, but cell density in the spongy
mesophyll was significantly higher in the SWD leaf. These
differences were visible from stage 2 onwards (Figure 2;
Supplementary Table 2).
DNA ploidy increases during leaf growth but
remains lower in leaves growing in water deficit
DNA ploidy increased during leaf growth in SOW and SWD
leaves, as shown by the increase in the number of endocycles
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Figure 1 Growth phenotypes of leaves harvested for profiling. Kinematic expansion phenotypes of leaves in the SOW (blue) and SWD (red) experiments. Each symbol
represents an independent experiment. Leaf 6 changed over time in area (A), thickness (B), epidermal cell number (C) and epidermal cell area (D). Data are presented
as mean and s.d. values, n¼ 5. The numbers at the top of the graphs indicate the four growth stages. Source data is available for this figure in the Supplementary
Information.
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per 100 cells (Figure 3). At stage 1, most cells had a 2C DNA
content, but a large proportion had a 4C DNA content and a
small number of cells had already gone into two or three
successive rounds of endoreduplication. During subsequent
stages, the DNA ploidy level then continuously increased
(Supplementary Figure 1). In the SWD leaf, the endoredupli-
cation factor was significantly lower later in development
compared with the SOW leaf.
Dynamics of the leaf transcriptome and the
measured proteome vary with growth stage but
only the transcriptome varies with time-of-day
Transcripts of 25 065 genes, of which 22 868 encode proteins,
were quantified in SOW leaf samples. The sources of variation
measured in the samples were estimated with principal
component analysis (PCA) (Figure 4). Notably, the transcrip-
tome PCA first separated the EOD and EON samples (PC1
versus PC2), then the growth stages (PC2 versus PC3),
indicating that transcript signatures strongly discriminate both
time-of-day and developmental growth stage. The three first
components of the PCA explained 35, 25 and 20% of the total
variance, respectively. A total of 2081 proteins were quantified
via iTRAQ analysis in the same samples. This represents a
remarkably large fraction of the proteome that ismeasurable in
a plant organ, especially considering that the leaf has a high
dynamic range of protein concentrations (Bindschedler and
Cramer, 2011). Based on proteome data, the four growth stages
were well separated with the first two principal components,
with stage 1 being markedly different (Figure 4). In contrast to
the transcripts, the proteome of EOD and EON samples were
not separated. Technical variation contributed little to the
Figure 2 Transversal sections of leaves across development in SOW and SWD. Sections of leaf 6 in SOW (left panels) and SWD (right panels) were imaged with
biphotonic microscopy at the four stages. Tissue layers are marked in the left side zoom section: ad.e.¼ adaxial epidermis, p.m.¼ palisade mesophyll, s.m.¼ spongy
mesophyll, ab.e.¼ abaxial epidermis. Scale bars indicate 25 mm.
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Figure 3 Endoreduplication during leaf development. Endoreduplication factors
were calculated and compared for the four development stages in SOW (blue)
and SWD (red). Graphs show mean and s.d. values, nZ5; ** indicates statistical
significance at level Po0.01, and * at level Po0.05 (two-sided Welch test).
Source data is available for this figure in the Supplementary Information.
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variance, suggesting that the measurable proteome does not
discriminate the time-of-day. Similarly, transcripts of 27 707
genes, of which 24 819 encode proteins, and 1509 proteins
were quantified in the SWD leaf samples. In SWD conditions,
the transcriptome showed similar PCA patterns to those in
SOW conditions, with time-of-day differences accounting for
most of the variation, followed by developmental stages
(Figure 4). The proteome PCA discriminated growth stages
more gradually in SWD compared with SOW samples, and
SWD stages 3 and 4 were not separated. The difference in the
proteome PCA patterns between SOWand SWD samples can at
least in part be explained by the different growth character-
istics of SOW and SWD leaves (Figure 1). Together, the PCA
suggests similar strong transcription dynamics in SOW and
SWD leaves at both time-of-day and different growth stages,
which are reflected at the level of the measured proteome
regarding growth stages, but not time-of-day.
Clustering of regulated transcripts and proteins
reveals unique patterns during leaf growth
To determine which transcripts and proteins were regulated
during leaf development and time-of-day in SOW and SWD
leaves, we calculated P-values to assess which transcripts or
proteins change in abundance (pGlobal) with a cutoff at
pGlobalo0.05. In addition, we calculated the maximum fold-
change between the means of each time point and required a
fold-change 41.5. These two criteria together minimised the
false discovery rate (FDR) in order to maximise the detection
of reliable changes (Yanofsky and Bickel, 2010). Although
proteomics data are typically more variable, none of the
reference protein ratios measured in the SOW samples by
iTRAQ labelling was significantly variable when these cutoffs
were applied, suggesting that the chosen thresholds were
robust (Supplementary Figure 2).
In total, the levels of 17 710 transcripts and 569 proteins
changed significantly in SOW samples across growth stages
and/or EOD/EON time points, and of 16 370 transcripts and
370 proteins in the equivalent SWD samples. A decision tree
was used to cluster similar transcript or protein variation
patterns (Figures 5 and 6; Supplementary Figure 3). First, if a
transcript or protein level was significantly different (Po0.05)
between two successive development stages it was classified
as up (denoted ‘U’) or down (denoted ‘D’). For transcripts or
proteins whose level was not significantly different between
two successive development stages it was denoted ‘E’. For the
transcripts and proteins that were initially classified as E-E-E
(i.e., no significant change in successive developmental
stages), the difference between stages 1 and 4 was also tested
so that, in the case of no significant difference, a significant
decrease or a significant increase, the E-E-E label was replaced
by the corresponding single letter (‘E’,‘D’ or ‘U’, respectively).
Second, the difference between EON and EOD was tested.
Here, transcripts and proteins that were higher at EOD were
denoted with ‘ED’, those higher at EON with ‘EN’ and those
without a significant change between EOD and EOD with ‘E’.
Thus, the decision tree theoretically comprises 87 different
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classifications, and the final label of each classification is the
result of each transcript or protein tested in the clustering
process. For example, U-D-E-EN represents a pattern in which
the abundance ratio increased from stage 1 to stage 2,
decreased from stage 2 to stage 3, did not change significantly
between stage 3 and 4, and was higher at EON.
The distribution of transcript and protein patterns
(Supplementary Tables 3–7; Supplementary Figures 4–7) was
similar between SOW and SWD samples, suggesting that soil
water content did not significantly influence the distinction
between developmental stages. The transcripts and proteins
associated to specific patterns reflected the functional states of
the leaf in stage 1 whenmany cells are still dividing, in stages 2
and 3 when cells are mostly expanding, and in stage 4 when
most cells have expanded to their final size and the leaf has
reached full photosynthetic capacity (Supplementary Table 8).
The marked change in transcript and protein abundance levels
between stages 3 and 4 pointed to significant reprogramming
once the leaf has reached its full size. Stages 2 and 3, which
were qualitatively similar even if differing quantitatively
in terms of expansion rate, can be viewed as transition or
expansion stages. Their combination led to the identification
of protein and transcript expansion stage markers. For the
transcripts, the most over-represented GO categories were
positive regulation of catalytic activity with mRNAs for four
thioredoxins and quinolate synthase, as well as photosynthetic
electron transport in photosystem I (Supplementary Table 9).
Thioredoxins are known to target photosynthetic proteins in
chloroplast thylakoid membranes (Balmer et al, 2006) and
cyclic electron flow efficiency around photosystem I has been
linked to the assimilatory capacities of leaves before (Breyton
et al, 2006). Our results therefore suggest that photosynthesis
during leaf expansion is linked to redox control, either for
regulation of photosystem complex activity directly or to
coordinate photosynthesis with the activity of downstream
redox-controlled enzymes.
Diurnal transcript oscillations depend on leaf
growth status and are strongly dampened by water
deficit
Strong oscillations between EOD and EON were detected for
50.3% of transcripts in SOWand 43.1% in SWD. For example,
transcripts of the clock component genes LHY (AT1G01060)
and CCA1 (AT2G46830) were higher at EON, while TOC1
(AT5G61380) and GIGANTEA (AT1G22770) were higher at
EOD (Alabadı´ et al, 2001; Locke et al, 2005). Furthermore, the
two defence protein genes PHT4;2 (AT2G29650) and ACD6
(AT4G14400) that are induced by light (Lu et al, 2003; Wang
et al, 2011) accumulated to higher levels at EOD, but only later
during leaf development (Supplementary Figure 8). In addi-
tion to the 30–40% of transcripts previously reported to be
regulated by the circadian rhythm (Covington et al, 2008), the
mRNAs that differed significantly between EOD and EON
include those from genes that are diurnally regulated by light
and sugar (Usadel et al, 2008) and diurnally regulated
transcripts specific for early stages of leaf development that
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Figure 5 Clustering of transcript and protein profiles with a decision tree. The clustering of the regulated proteins and transcripts into 87 theoretical patterns was done
according to the results of the ANOVA. First, the difference between the subsequent stages (stages 1–4¼ S1–S4) was tested for increasing (orange) or decreasing
(green) levels or no significant change (grey). For pattern E-E-E, the difference between stages 1 and 4 was also tested and the E-E-E replaced accordingly with ‘U’, ‘E’
or ‘D’. Then, the difference between EON and EOD was tested for levels higher at EOD (‘ED’, red) or EON (‘EN’, blue) or no significant change (‘E’, grey). Displayed is the
subtree for patterns with ‘E’ after the first decision and the full tree is available in Supplementary Figure 3.
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would have beenmissed at the level of the Arabidopsis full leaf
rosette. The number of transcripts that oscillate during the
diurnal cycle depended on the growth stages, with markedly
fewer transcripts changing in fully expanded leaves
(Figure 7A; Supplementary Table 10).
Fluctuating transcripts with higher levels at EON belong to
GO categories significantly over-represented for transcription,
while those higher at EOD are enriched for biological processes
connected to translation (Supplementary Figure 9). Tran-
scripts in the EOD GO categories showed a typical accumula-
tion in the light that is coordinated with CO2 fixation and the
availability of sugars, and therefore decrease during the night
in parallel with the gradual metabolism of starch (Usadel
et al, 2008). EOD and EON oscillating transcripts are also
distinguished by stimulus response pathway GO categories.
For example, transcripts higher at EON and associated with
GO categories response to abiotic stimulus and gravity
include PHYA (AT1G09570), the PHYA interactors PIL5/PIF1
(AT2G20180) and PIL6/PIF5 (AT3G59060), and CRYPTO-
CHROME1 (AT4G08920), all involved in light perception.
Similarly, the PIN3 -(AT1G70940) and AUX1 (AT2G38120)
auxin transporters as well as the IAA7 (AT3G23050)
auxin-responsive transcription factor are represented in
these GO categories (Supplementary Table 11). Although the
involvement of light and hormone perception in plant growth
regulation is well documented (Nozue and Maloof, 2006), the
clustering of the pathway components into different patterns
suggests that their relative contribution to leaf growth changes
over time, including in the diurnal cycle.
Strikingly, a considerable larger set of genes showed diurnal
transcript oscillations during leaf growth in SOW than in SWD
conditions except in stage 2 (Figure 7A). This can be explained
by the better separation of successive SOW growth stages and
the markedly strong oscillations in stage 1 of SOW leaves. In
contrast, transitions between growth stages were less sharp in
the slower growing SWD leaves (Figure 7B and C). For finding
differences in energy allocation processes that might reflect
reduced growth in SWD, we compared transcript oscillations
for proteins involved in energy allocation processes, e.g., those
regulated by sugars (Usadel et al, 2008), in each growth stage
between SOW and SWD leaves. All of the reported sugar-
induced and sugar-repressed genes were represented in the
transcripts that are significantly higher at EOD or EON,
respectively, independent of growth conditions, but there
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were marked differences between the growth stages. Sugar-
regulated transcripts were under-represented at all growth
stages except in SOW leaf stage 2 and SWD leaf stage 1
(Supplementary Table 12). The responsiveness of gene
expression and transcript accumulation to sugar levels there-
fore depends on growth stage and environmental conditions,
suggesting that energy is allocated specifically at different
stages of leaf growth. At stage 4, leaf 6 is overgrown andmostly
covered by younger leaves. The smaller number of diurnally
oscillating transcripts at this stage could therefore be linked to
lower light intensity and consequently reduced carbon-
fixation and sugar synthesis during the day.
With few exceptions, the measured leaf proteome
does not show diurnal oscillations
For the subgroup of transcripts for which we also had
quantitative protein levels, we found diurnal transcript
oscillations in 74.2% of the genes in SOW, and 73.9% in
SWD. In contrast to these large-scale diurnal transcript
oscillations and confirming the proteome PCA (Figure 4), only
two proteins showed a significant diurnal regulation, CP31A
(AT4G24770) and CCL (AT3G26740). The chloroplast 31-kDa
RNA-binding protein CP31A is on average 1.7-fold more
abundant at EOD in SOW, even though the accumulation of
the CP31A transcript is not diurnally regulated. CP31A is
required for editing and stability of chloroplast mRNAs and
one of several nuclear-encoded RNA-binding proteins
involved in the post-transcriptional regulation of chloroplast
gene expression (Barkan, 2011). CP31A controls the accumula-
tion of the chloroplast NDHF (ATCG01010) mRNA coding for a
subunit of the NADH dehydrogenase complex that regulates
the light-dependent reduction of the plastoquinone pool
(Tillich et al, 2009). The potential involvement of CP31A in a
diurnal process could therefore explain the diurnal oscillation
of CP31A. The CCL protein is more abundant at EON but its
transcript is more abundant at EOD. CCL is encoded by a
highly unstable mRNA in Arabidopsis that is a molecular
marker for the circadian rhythm (Gutierrez et al, 2002),
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although the function of the protein is unknown. CCL mRNA
accumulation is controlled by the RNA decay pathway (Lidder
et al, 2005). Rapid mRNA turnover at specific times of the day
is required for the circadian oscillation of clock-controlled
genes (Lidder et al, 2005) and is likely also important for
diurnal protein oscillations. The anti-cyclical behaviour of
mRNA accumulation and protein abundance also suggests
translational regulation of mRNA decay.
The lack of diurnal protein oscillations compared with
transcript oscillations has been reported for only a few specific
cases, e.g., PHYB (Bogna´r et al, 1999) and several enzymes of
primary metabolism (Gibon et al, 2004). Thus, our discovery
that this affects over 1700 quantified proteins throughout leaf
growth and development is remarkable. However, we cannot
exclude that our finding applies mainly to high-abundance
proteins that can be measured in a large-scale proteome
analysis and that low-abundance proteins may, at least in part,
fluctuate between EOD and EON in correspondence with their
transcripts.
Protein and transcript levels are not always
positively correlated during leaf growth
To understand the relationship between the transcriptome and
proteome during leaf development, we compared transcript
and protein patterns for all 547 genes that had significant
changes in both groups. Concomitant down-regulation of
protein and transcript levels between growth stages was
observed in over 50% of the transcript–protein pairs
(Figure 8). However, about 5% (25 pairs) showed opposite
trends with decreasing transcript and increasing protein
accumulation, including five ATP synthase subunits (average
Spearman rank correlation  0.54) and two photosystem
subunits (average Spearman rank correlation  0.38) (Supple-
mentary Table 13). All of these 25 proteins are known or
predicted components of a membrane system or localised to the
plastid (Carbon et al, 2009). In addition, plastid proteins are
significantly over-represented in this subset of 25 pairs consider-
ing that it includes 19 of 202 protein–transcript pairs (of the 547
total pairs) that are annotated as ‘plastidic’ (P¼ 1.8e 04, Fisher’s
exact test) (Baerenfaller et al, 2011). Our results suggest that
proteins located in plastids or endomembrane systems can
accumulate despite decreasing transcript levels, possibly as a
result of post-translational regulatory mechanisms in the
trafficking and turnover of membrane-associated proteins,
processes that are currently not well understood.
Consistent with the above results, photosynthetic processes
are over-represented for proteins that accumulate during leaf
growth (U-E-E-E, U-U-E-E, U-U-U-E) while their corresponding
transcripts decrease, especially between stages 3 and 4 (E-E-D-
E, E-E-D-ED, U-E-D-EN, U-E-D-E). A notable exception is PsbA
(ATCG00020), the reaction centre protein of photosystem II
that is damaged during photosynthesis. The increase of psbA
transcript serves to maintain protein homeostasis despite high
turnover of PsbA when PSII activity is high (Mattoo et al,
1989).
Long-term fate of biological processes involved in
leaf growth: leaving early developmental
processes behind
We performed a meta-analysis of the integrated trans-
criptome–proteome data and the related GO categories to
uncover processes that are important for development and
growth of the small young emerging leaf into a fully expanded
leaf. Most of the over-represented GO categories linked to
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Figure 8 Correlation of protein and transcript patterns across growth stages. The number of protein–transcript pairs that fall into the respective protein and transcript
pattern combinations are given for the protein–transcript pairs in which both the protein and the transcript were changing significantly between the eight time points in the
optimal water experiment. Yellow: identical patterns, bright yellow: similar trends, red: opposite trends.
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development and growth correlate with proteins and tran-
scripts that become significantly down-regulated during leaf
growth, especially between stages 1 and 2. Proteins that
matched the pattern D-E-E-E belong to GO categories cellular
developmental process and cell differentiation and include
SMALLER TRICHOME WITH VARIABLE BRANCHES (SVB,
AT1G56580), ENOLASE1 (ENO1, AT1G74030) and CDC48
(AT3G09840). SVB and ENO1 both affect trichome develop-
ment (Marks et al, 2009; Prabhakar et al, 2009). TRANSLA-
TIONALLY CONTROLLED TUMOUR PROTEIN (TCTP,
AT3G16640), which also belongs to the same GO categories,
best matched the pattern E-E-U-EN (Spearman rank correla-
tion  0.27), with TCTP mRNA levels increasing between
stages 3 and 4. Our results confirm that TCTP accumulation is
translationally controlled (Brioudes et al, 2010). TCTP protein
expression is found in all tissues containing meristematic and
expanding cells and has been proposed to regulate plant
growth as a mediator of TOR activity (Berkowitz et al, 2008).
However, the mRNA levels for proteins in the TOR pathway,
TOR (AT1G50030), RAPTOR1A (AT5G01170) and RAPTOR1B
(AT3G08850), did not change significantly during leaf growth.
The GO category organ development was also over-repre-
sented for proteins down-regulated between stages 1 and 2
(D-E-E-E). Together, our results suggest that proteins impor-
tant in leaf development act early and become rapidly down-
regulated before cell expansion.
Translation and protein metabolism are prevalent
processes during early leaf growth
Other proteins in the GO category organ development include
HSP90.2 (AT5G56030), HSP90.7 (AT4G24190), RACK1B
(AT1G48630) and RACK1C (AT3G18130), which are stage 1
markers involved in protein metabolism. Protein levels for the
third RACK1 homologue RACK1A (AT1G18080) also decreased
across growth stages (D-D-E-E) and all three RACK1 proteins
showed a good correlation between transcript and protein
levels (average Spearman rank correlation 0.49). RACK1 has
been implicated in plant development (Chen et al, 2006) and
abscisic acid response, and was shown to interact with eIF6, a
regulator of ribosome assembly (Guo et al, 2011). The HSP90
chaperone complex participates in protein folding and its
inhibition also affects leaf development (Sangster and
Queitsch, 2005). HSP90 consists of seven isoforms, which
are located in the cytoplasm (HSP90.1–HSP90.4), plastid
(HSP90.5), mitochondria (HSP90.6) and the endoplasmatic
reticulum (HSP90.7) (Krishna and Gloor, 2001). In addition
to HSP90.2 and HSP90.7, the protein level of HSP90.5
(AT2G04030) declined during development (D-D-D-E), while
HSP90.6 (AT3G07770) protein levels did not change signifi-
cantly. Together with RACK1 and HSP90, other proteins
involved in translation and protein folding have been
identified in the set of down-regulated stage 1marker proteins,
including two TCP-1/cpn60chaperonin family proteins
(AT1G24510, AT5G26360), NACA2 (AT3G49490), NACA3
(AT5G13850) and ribosomal proteins. Thus, the prevalence
of translation and protein metabolism in emerging leaves
is also well reflected in the stage 1 marker proteins
(Supplementary Table 5).
Dynamic changes in ribosomal transcripts and
proteins during leaf growth
Ribosomal proteins accumulate to high levels in proliferating
cells (McIntosh and Bonham-Smith, 2006). Protein- and
transcript-level data are available for 110 ribosomal proteins
in our complete data set. Among these, 107 transcripts were
significantly down-regulated in at least one of the four leaf
growth stages but never up-regulated, while 49 proteins also
declined (average Spearman rank correlation¼ 0.52) and 61
did not show a significant change (average Spearman rank
correlation¼ 0.29). Genes coding for subunits of constitutive
protein complexes such as the ribosome show significant
transcriptional co-regulation in yeast, but it was postulated
that co-regulation of subunits of a protein complex should be
detectable primarily at the level of protein abundance (Jansen
et al, 2002). The absence of significant abundance changes for
nearly 60% of the measured ribosomal proteins therefore
suggests that regulatory mechanisms ensure protein home-
ostasis despite decreased transcript levels, possibly through
stabilisation of individual ribosomal proteins once the ribo-
some has been assembled.
The patterns of all 349 clustered transcripts coding for
ribosomal proteins in Arabidopsis followed the trend dis-
cussed above, i.e., 317 transcripts were significantly down-
regulated in at least one of the leaf growth stages and were
never up-regulated. Only 14 ribosomal protein mRNAs
increased during leaf growth and did not decline (Supple-
mentary Table 14). Interestingly, five of these 14 ribosomal
protein mRNAs encode L18a family members (four members
of the ribosomal protein LA18ae family and the 60S ribosomal
protein L18A-1). The specific functions of the L18a proteins are
not known, but our data show that members of the L18a and
L18ae/LX subfamily are differently regulated and that they
may be assembled into ribosomes only late during leaf growth,
possibly replacing other subunits that function earlier in
development. Consistent with the over-representation of
transcripts higher at EOD in the GO category translation, 270
of the 349 ribosomal protein transcripts have higher levels at
EOD. Interestingly, of the 30 transcripts that have higher levels
at EON, eight also belong to the above group of 14 transcripts
that were up-regulated during leaf growth (over-representa-
tion with P-value 1.3e 05, Fisher’s exact test), including the
L18a transcripts. This suggests again that specific members of
the L18a ribosomal protein genes are regulated differently and
therefore may have specific functions during leaf growth.
Cis-regulatory elements that are over-represented in the
promoters of the 353 nuclear-encoded ribosomal genes were
identified using ATCOEcis (Vandepoele et al, 2009). They
include the telo-boxes (AAACCCTA, P-value 2.4e 41;
AAACCCTAA, P-value 7.2e 21) and the site II element
(TGGGCY, P-value 2.1e 15) related to ribosomal protein gene
expression (Tre´mousaygue et al, 2003) (Supplementary
Table 15), as well as the PHYA-responsive SORLIPs 2 motif
(GGGCC, P-value 1e 16) that is a light-responsive cis-
regulatory sequence (Hudson and Quail, 2003). An over-
representation of light-dependent promoter elements was not
observed for other groups of transcripts that are higher at EON
or EOD. Our integrated large-scale data therefore establishes
that ribosomal proteins are closely co-regulated during leaf
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development and growth through specific promoter cis-
regulatory elements.
Senescence- and autophagy-associated transcript
patterns already emerge during leaf expansion
Specific gene expression patterns that are diagnostic of the
mature and senescing leaf were already discernible during leaf
expansion. For example, the transcript level of aleurain-like
protease (AT5G60360) that is up-regulated during senescence
(Gepstein et al, 2003) continuously increased during leaf
growth (U-U-U-EN), while up-regulation of the protein was
only detected between stage 3 and 4 (E-E-U-E). Similarly,
transcripts that accumulated significantly between stage 3 and
4 (U-U-U-EN, E-E-U-EN and E-E-U-E) were enriched for the
GO category aging, and include the senescence-associated
genes SAG12 (AT5G45890), SAG13 (AT2G29350), SAG20
(AT3G10985), SAG101 (AT5G14930) and SRG1 (AT1G17020).
Autophagy is a key metabolic process during leaf senescence.
The transcript patterns for the 28 autophagy-related genes in
Arabidopsis revealed that 25 were higher at EON, and 22
significantly increased during at least one-stage transition
(Supplementary Table 16). Autophagy appears to be initiated
before completion of leaf expansion (Breeze et al, 2011), and
our results that the autophagy-related genes ATG2, ATG5,
ATG8D, ATG8F, ATG8H/I, ATG12A and ATG18G were already
significantly up-regulated during the transition from stage 1 to
2 support this view. ATG7, ATG8A, ATG8B and ATG8H were
reported to be up-regulated just before the onset of senescence
and ATG7 was proposed to be the key control point for
autophagy activation (Breeze et al, 2011). Our results show
that expression of ATG8A, ATG8B and ATG8D was already
significantly up-regulated during the transition from stage 3 to
4 (E-E-U-EN), while ATG7 transcript levels did not change
significantly during leaf growth (pattern E-EN). Although the
stage 4 leaf was not visibly senescent, interestingly the
senescence- and autophagy-associated transcriptional pro-
grams were triggered during leaf growth, while expression of
the proposed key regulator ATG7 remained unchanged.
Cell wall modification signatures during leaf
growth reflect cell expansion and pathogen
resistance
In growing tissues, plant cells expand massively to reach their
final shape and size while resisting turgor pressure. Cell
expansion is tightly controlled through remodelling of the cell
wall cellulose–matrix network (Szymanski and Cosgrove,
2009), and cellulose synthesis is largely confined to expanding
cells (Somerville et al, 2004). Furthermore, cell wall loosening
is necessary for anisotropic growth because it determines
which cell walls must yield under stress (Szymanski and
Cosgrove, 2009). Cell expansion and anisotropic growth
are reflected in our data set by genes for proteins associated
with cell wall biogenesis, organisation and loosening that
were over-represented in patterns of decreasing transcript
levels (E-D-E-EN, E-D-E-E, E-E-D-EN, E-E-D-ED). Genes in this
class included cellulose synthase (CESA), expansin and
expansin-like proteins (Supplementary Table 17). Pectin
methyl esterases are thought to be secreted late during leaf
growth (Szymanski and Cosgrove, 2009), stiffen the pectin
gel and reduce cell growth. We found, however, that the
transcripts coding for the pectin methylesterases ATPME1
(AT1G53840, E-E-D-ED), ATPME3 (AT3G14310, E-E-D-ED),
PME61 (AT3G59010, D-D-D-ED) and ATPME44 (AT4G33220,
U-U-D-ED) were down-regulated between stages 3 and 4. Thin-
walled cells were found to grow faster than thick-walled cells
(Refre´gier et al, 2004). Correspondingly, the GO category cell
wall thickeningwas over-represented by transcripts increasing
during leaf growth (U-U-E-ED, U-E-E-E). Transcripts that
contribute to the over-representation in these patterns
include those for cytochrome P450 polypeptides and UDP-
glycosyltransferase 74B1 (AT1G24100), which is involved in
the synthesis of glucosinolates from tryptophan. ASA1
(AT5G05730) regulates the defence-dependent synthesis of
indole glucosinolates (Clay et al, 2009), which is consistent
with the transcriptional up-regulation of ASA1 during leaf
growth. The two up-regulated genes PEN2 (AT2G44490) and
PEN3 (AT1G59870) have also been implicated in resistance to
pathogens (Clay et al, 2009) and are required for callose
deposition and glucosinolate activation. Together, the tran-
script patterns at the four leaf growth stages significantly
expand information on the expression of genes for proteins
involved in cell wall biogenesis, cell wall loosening and
cellulose deposition enabling cell expansion. The cell walls
thicken only later during leaf growth, thereby inhibiting cell
expansion and building up a barrier against pathogen attack.
Chloroplast gene expression during leaf growth
involves a switch between nuclear- and plastid-
encoded RNA polymerases
In contrast to the over-representation of photosynthetic
processes among transcripts decreasing during leaf growth,
transcript levels of several plastid genes coding for subunits of
the photosynthetic complexes were increasing (Supple-
mentary Table 18). Chloroplast genes are transcribed by two
single-subunit nuclear-encoded RNA polymerases (NEPs) and
a multi-subunit plastid-encoded RNA polymerase (PEP). NEP
appears to be mainly active during chloroplast development
and in transcribing genes with housekeeping functions, while
PEP is the principal RNA polymerase in the mature chloroplast
and responsible for transcribing photosynthesis-related genes
(Liere et al, 2011). Consistent with the switch from NEP to PEP
activity, levels of NEP-related transcripts decrease during leaf
growth (Supplementary Table 18). Thus, despite the complex-
ity of post-transcriptional RNA processing in chloroplasts
(Barkan, 2011), most of the regulation of chloroplast transcript
abundance during leaf growth can be explained by changes in
transcriptional activity. PEP activity is regulated by nuclear-
encoded sigma-type transcription initiation factors (Lerbs-
Mache, 2011). Transcript levels for SIG2 and SIG6, which are
the two essential sigma factors for chloroplast functions,
decreased significantly between stage 3 and 4 and were higher
at EOD (pattern E-E-D-ED). In contrast, the mRNA level for
SIG5, which accumulates in the light and predominantly binds
to the psbA and psbD promoters (Onda et al, 2008), was up-
regulated significantly between stages 1 and 2 and was higher
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at EON (U-E-E-EN). The regulation of individual sigma factors
during leaf growth therefore suggests that chloroplast genes
continue to be differentially transcribed even after the switch
to PEP transcription.
Water deficit adaptation reduces the expression of
genes supporting fast growth
The direct comparison of SOW and SWD leaf 6 data revealed
1222 (5%) differently regulated transcripts (Po0.05 in a
paired t-test, average fold-change 41.5) (Supplementary
Table 19). The third principal component of the combined
transcript data PCA analysis separated the growth stages in the
individual datasets, but did not separate between SOW and
SWD samples, indicating that the growth stages are compar-
able between the two experiments (Supplementary Figure 10)
and that their definition based on growth variables was
pertinent (Figure 1). Among the differently regulated tran-
scripts, 368 transcripts that accumulated to higher levels in
water deficit are over-represented in the GO categories carbon-
fixation and response to metal ion. This result is consistent
with previous reports that leaves under water deficit have
an increased turnover and availability of C metabolites
(Hummel et al, 2010; Skirycz et al, 2010; Tardieu et al, 2011).
Consequently, reduced growth in water limiting conditions is
not a consequence of a decrease in fixed carbon, but rather an
adaptation response. The 854 transcripts that accumulated at
higher levels in SOW leaves were most enriched for the GO
categories ribosome biogenesis, translation and defence
response to fungus. The first two GO categories are consistent
with the higher biosynthesis activity required to support the
growth rate of SOW leaves (Figure 1).
Water deficit adaptation differs significantly from
a drought stress response
Transcripts that account for the over-representation of the
GO category defence response to fungus include OCP3
(AT5G11270), the peroxidase superfamily protein PEROXI-
DASE CB (AT3G49120), PEROXIDASE SUPERFAMILY PROTEIN
(AT5G64120), PR4 (AT3G04720), MLO12 (AT2G39200) and
ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR 104 (AT5G61600) (Supple-
mentary Table 20). Transcription of peroxidases and other
genes indicative for oxidative burst is induced upon biotic
stimulus as rapid generation of superoxide and accumulation
of H2O2 characterise the hypersensitive response (Lamb and
Dixon, 1997). Because reactive oxygen species also increase
upon drought stress as by-products of drought stress metabo-
lism and as signalling molecules (Achard et al, 2006; Cruz de
Carvalho, 2008; Miller et al, 2010), these genes would have
rather been expected to be more highly expressed in SWD
leaves if they displayed a drought stress response. The same
reasoning also applies to the expression of genes encoding
biotic defence proteins and ethylene response factors, which
increase in response to abiotic stress (Navarro et al, 2008;
Skirycz et al, 2010). Therefore, we investigated whether
previously reported water-deficit stress marker genes were
induced in SWD leaves. The results in Supplementary Table 21
show that transcript levels of genes involved in the biological
processes affected by osmotic stress (Skirycz et al, 2010) were
either not significantly different between SOWand SWD leaves
or in some cases even lower in SWD leaves. Transcripts that
accumulated to significantly higher levels in SOW leaves
include the biotic stress markers MLO12 (AT2G39200) and
PR5 (AT1G75040), as well as CYP71A13 (AT2G30770) and
CYP57220 (AT5G57220) that are involved in indole glucosi-
nolate biosynthesis. DELLA proteins restrict growth in adverse
growth conditions and integrate the ABA, GA and ethylene
signalling pathways in response to both salt and drought stress
(Achard et al, 2006; Skirycz et al, 2010). ABA-independent
signalling pathways that activate the expression of DREB/CBF
transcription factors are also induced upon stress treatment
(Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 1996; Harb et al, 2010).
Our results show, however, that none of the genes involved in
hormone synthesis and signalling that have been implicated in
regulatory responses to abiotic stress conditions were
expressed at significantly higher levels in SWD compared
with SOW leaves (Supplementary Table 21).
Interestingly, transposable elements (P-value¼ 7.2e 11)
and pseudogenes (P-value¼ 2.4e 9) are strongly over-repre-
sented in the group of transcripts that differed between SOW
and SWD leaves. While pseudogenes and transposable
elements are transcriptionally activated during stress (Zeller
et al, 2009), these transcript categories are more over-
represented in SOW (pseudogenes, SOW P-value¼ 2.1e 7
and SWD P-value¼ 1.3e 3; transposable elements, SOW
P-value¼ 2.2e 16 and SOW P-value¼ 9.9e 4).
Together, the transcriptional response in SWD plants
growing in soil in which the water content was reduced early
and kept at a constant reduced level during development and
leaf growth is significantly different from transcriptional
responses in plants exposed to a sudden water stress. Our
results show that plants adapt to a low soil water potential by
adjusting their growth and gene expression, possibly to avoid
an acute water deficit.
Adaptation to water deficit is associated with
up-regulation of cold-induced proteins
Analysis of the proteomes of the leaf 6 growth stages in
SOW and SWD leaves revealed 34 differentially regulated
proteins (Po0.05, average fold-change41.5) (Supplementary
Tables 22 and 23). Of these, 18 accumulated to higher levels in
SOW leaves, mainly comprising proteins involved in transla-
tion, corresponding to the trend observed in the transcriptome
data. The 16 proteins significantly more abundant in SWD
leaves included COR15A (AT2G42540), COR15B (AT2G42530)
and COR6.6/KIN2 (AT5G15970), all known to be expressed
in response to cold. Their induction can be explained because
water availability to plant cells may be limited by distinct
but functionally related abiotic stresses (Verslues et al,
2006) including low soil water potential during drought and
in high saline soil conditions, but also cellular dehydration
at low temperature as a consequence of ice crystal formation.
Avoidance and tolerance responses to dehydration are in
part mediated by the cold-induced transcription factor
DREB1A/CBF3 (AT4G25480) and the drought/high salinity-
induced transcription factor DREB2A (AT5G05410) whose
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target genes partially overlap (Sakuma et al, 2006) (Supple-
mentary Table 21). Interestingly, expression of COR15A,
COR15B and COR6.6/KIN2 is specifically activated by
DREB1A/CBF3 in response to cold (Sakuma et al, 2006).
However, the transcript levels for DREB1A/CBF3, COR15A,
COR15B and COR6.6/KIN2 did not differ between SOW and
SWD leaves, and were higher for DREB2A in SOW leaves
(P-valueo0.05) without meeting the fold-change cutoff.
Consistent with the other stress markers discussed above,
SWD plants did not trigger a stress-related transcriptional
activation of the DREB1A/CBF3, COR15A, COR15B and
COR6.6/KIN2 genes but adapted to the reduced soil water
content. Interestingly, this adaptation involved the increased
accumulation of certain stress response-related proteins, but
their regulation under a continuous abiotic stress could clearly
be distinguished from the induced transcription of their genes
that typically occurs in response to short-term water-deficit
conditions.
Discussion
The comprehensive phenotypic and quantitative molecular
profiling data presented here significantly expand our knowl-
edge about the systems function of a developing leaf through
successive stages of development in two different water
regimes. We used Arabidopsis leaf number 6 as a model
because its growth phenotypes were previously analysed in
other genotypes both in optimal watering condition (Cookson
et al, 2005; Massonnet et al, 2010, 2011) and in response to
reduced soil water content (Cookson et al, 2006; Tisne´ et al,
2010), which were the conditions used in our experiments.
Reduced soil water content, which plants may experience
during prolonged drought, markedly affects leaf growth. In our
condition this resulted mainly in a reduced final leaf area and,
to a lesser extent, reduced final leaf thickness. The reduced leaf
growthwasmostly due to decreased expansion rates in the two
dimensions and was partly compensated by an extended
growth period (Aguirrezabal et al, 2006; Skirycz and Inze´,
2010). Related to reduced leaf growth we also measured a
reduction in DNA ploidy in SWD leaves, but only after their
rapid phase of expansion. Reduction in the number of DNA
endoreplication cycles per cell was also reported for mature
leaf 6 in Col-0 and different mutants (Cookson et al, 2006), but
not in leaf 3 (Skirycz et al, 2010), suggesting that DNA ploidy is
tightly controlled in different environmental conditions later
during plant development. As detailed above, our compre-
hensive molecular profiling results, particularly the quantita-
tive proteome analysis, similarly support and extend
previously reported results for leaf growth, thus underpinning
the high quality of our data.
Our experimental approach also provides new biological
insights into the molecular mechanisms governing leaf
growth. We found that transcript and protein variation
patterns reflect the functional state of the leaf at each growth
stage. The majority of protein–transcript pairs across the four
leaf growth stages correlate well with some interesting
exceptions, which indicate that subcellular protein localisation
and complex formation also determine protein-level regula-
tion. Unexpectedly, we discovered that a large number of
transcripts show strong diurnal fluctuations that are not
matched by corresponding protein-level fluctuations at the
experimental time scale (8 h between EON and EOD). Because
MS-based proteomics is inherently biased towards more
abundant proteins, we considered that this could have
introduced a technical bias in our data against the detection
of diurnal protein-level changes. In the subset of transcripts for
which we also had quantitative protein data, however, we
found significant abundance changes for 74% of the tran-
scripts, while in the detected proteome we found diurnal
changes only for two proteins. Also, the reported under-
estimation of ratios in iTRAQ quantitation (Karp et al, 2010)
cannot explain our results, because the underestimation
affects high ratios and we were able to detect changes of up
to nearly 12-fold in our iTRAQ data. In addition, when
combining significance testing with a fold-change cutoff we
could set the fold-change cutoff to only 1.5. This allowed us to
detect small but reliable changes, even if the rigorous
statistical tests also resulted in some false negatives.Moreover,
we detected significant abundance changes in an unusually
large fraction of the identified proteins in SOW (27.4%) and
SWD (24.5%) leaves. Thus, the nearly absent protein-level
fluctuation between EOD and EON in the detected proteome
most probably points to currently unknown regulatory
mechanisms controlling protein levels, such as post-transla-
tional processes that modulate protein homeostasis by feed-
back loops between protein and transcript levels and targeted
protein degradation. Our results in Arabidopsis are reminis-
cent of the observed post-transcriptional noise in yeast that
buffers protein levels against mRNA fluctuations and was
estimated to affect at least 25% of the proteome (Lee et al,
2011). The reduced diurnal protein-level variation could also
be explained, at least in part, by the relative concentrations of
proteins and transcripts and different time constants for
transcript and protein synthesis and degradation. For example,
for enzymes of central metabolism the relative amount of
transcript to protein is so low that in a leaf it may take several
days for a change in transcript level to cause a major change in
protein level (Piques et al, 2009). A recent study inmammalian
cells showed that proteins are on average about 900 times
more abundant than their corresponding transcripts and the
energy consumed for the production of proteins is nine-fold
larger than that for transcripts (Schwanha¨usser et al, 2011).
Thus, it requires considerably more catabolic or anabolic
activity to produce a significant change in protein versus
transcript levels. Consequently, the high cost of protein
synthesis may justify on its own that, by default, cells prefer
a relatively slow protein turnover in leaves as well. But then,
the interesting question remains why 74% of the transcripts in
the transcriptome subset for which we have proteome data
show diurnal fluctuations throughout growth if this has little
impact on protein abundance. Transcript fluctuations might
prime cells for a faster response to stress or changing
environmental conditions, which would be more difficult to
achieve at constant mRNA concentration. The general
dampening of mRNA-level oscillations in SWD is consistent
with this view and suggests that plants can also adjust overall
mRNA metabolism to a continuous suboptimal growth
condition. Together, the dampened diurnal fluctuation of
moderately to highly abundant proteins in leaves detected in
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our mass spectrometry analysis might result in energy savings
in stable conditions due to low protein turnover rates, while
significant transcript fluctuation might enable rapid repro-
gramming to respond to environmental changes. This does not
exclude that although fluctuating, the observed levels of
certain mRNAs at specific times during the diurnal cycle may
be required to regulate the energy status of the cell at that
particular time, the respective growth stage, or in the
prevailing environmental condition. This could also explain
the differences in growth stage- and experiment-dependent
diurnal transcript oscillations.
Finally, plants grown in soil with continuous reduced water
potential were shown to exhibit a systems-level adaptation
process, which is substantially different from the well-
established response to drought stress. Our results allow us
to distinguish between direct large-scale effects resulting from
experimental treatments and secondary effects imposed by the
developmental program underlying leaf growth. Our compara-
tive analysis of transcriptome, proteome and phenotypic
changes occurring in the leaf in stable and controlled
experimental conditions expanded our understanding of
systems-level processes in leaf growth and therefore provides
the necessary basis for the correct interpretation of results
from studies of mutations or stress treatments.
Materials and methods
Plant material and growth conditions
Six successive experiments (Exp. 1 to Exp. 6) were carried out using
seeds of the A. thaliana accession Col-4 (N933) obtained from a single
batch provided by the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre. For each
experiment, 504 pots were filled with a mixture (1:1, v/v) of a loamy
soil and organic compost at a humidity of 0.30 gwater per gram dry
soil. Ten millilitres of a modified one-tenth-strength Hoagland solution
was added to the pot surface just before sowing. Six seeds were sown
dispersed over the pot surface. The pots were transferred to a growth
chamber equipped with the PHENOPSIS automaton (Granier et al,
2006). After 2 days in the dark, day length in the growth chamber was
fixed at 8 h using a mix of cool-white fluorescent tubes, sodium and
hydrargyrum quartz iodide (HQI) lamps. The other growth conditions
were as follows: air temperature at 21.21C during the day and 20.51C
during the night; air humidity of 70%; and incident light measured at
the plant levelB220mmol/m2/s. During the germination phase (until
stage 1.02; Boyes et al, 2001), water was sprayed at regular intervals on
the pots to maintain sufficient humidity at the soil surface. Beginning
at plant germination, each potwasweighed twice a day to calculate the
soil water content. For the optimalwater condition experiment, the soil
water content was adjusted to 0.40 gwater per gram dry soil and for the
water-deficit experiment plants were in mild water-deficit conditions
with soil water content adjusted to 0.24 gwater per gram dry soil.
The adjustment was done automatically with the PHENOPSIS
automaton by addition of an appropriate volume of nutrient solution.
Profiling data were obtained from the same biological samples except
for stage 1 leaves of the first biological replicate for which protein and
transcript data were obtained from different, but identically grown
batches of leaves.
Leaf growth measurements
Leaf area
From stages 1.2 to 6.0, five rosettes per genotype were dissected every
two to three days. The leaf-6 area (mm2) was measured with image-
analysis software (Bioscan-Optimas version 4.10) after imaging with a
binocular magnifying ( 160) glass for leaves smaller than 2mm2 or
with a scanner for larger ones.
Leaf thickness, cell density and volumes
From stage 1.02–6.00, five plants were collected every 2–3 days and
whole seedlings (when 6th leaf o4mm) or leaves were fixed,
conserved and subsequently cleared and stained using propidium
iodide as described by Wuyts et al (2010). Image stacks covering the
complete leaf thickness were produced for the central part of the leaf
along the longitudinal axis, and approximately midway between the
leaf midvein andmargin usingmultiphoton laser scanningmicroscopy
(Wuyts et al, 2010). The quantitative analysis of leaf thickness, cell
density and dimensions in image stacks involved specifically devel-
oped ImageJ macros (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) and R scripts
(R Development Core Team, 2010).
Area and number of epidermal cells
A negative imprint of the adaxial epidermis of the same sixth leaf for
which also the surface was measured was obtained after evaporation
of a varnish spread on its surface. These epidermal imprints were
analysed using a microscope (Leitz DM RB; Leica) supported by the
image-analysis software Optimas. Mean epidermal cell density
(cells/mm2) was estimated by counting the number of epidermal cells
in two zones (at the tip and base) of each leaf. Total epidermal cell
number in the leaf was estimated from epidermal cell density and leaf
area.Mean epidermal cell area (mm2)wasmeasured from25 epidermal
cells in two zones (at the tip and base) of each leaf.
Estimation of dynamic variables
Leaf area, leaf thickness, epidermal cell number and epidermal cell
area were plotted as a function of time (days after leaf initiation). Leaf
initiation was estimated when the leaf area was 0.001mm2. Sigmoid
curves Equation (1) were fitted to the data to estimate the rate of
processes at each stage.
Y¼A/½1þ e ð ðXX0Þ/BÞ ð1Þ
This gave an increase in leaf area with A¼ 88.1, B¼ 2.6 and
X0¼15.8 in SOW and A¼ 57.9, B¼ 4.1 and X0¼21.6 in SWD, leaf
thickness with A¼ 206, B¼ 6.4 and X0¼11.7 in SOW and A¼ 161.9
B¼ 5.0 and X0¼12.7 in SWD, cell number with A¼ 26 738.0, B¼ 2.8
and X0¼ 8.4 in SOW and A¼ 20338.8, B¼ 2.8 and X0¼ 9.8 in SWD,
and cell area with A¼ 3478.4, B¼ 3.6, X0¼15.7 in SOW and
A¼ 2966.9, B¼ 3.6 and X0¼19.3 in SWD (Figure 1). Based on leaf-6
area, thickness, epidermal cell number and epidermal cell area
changes with time, the four stages were identified to harvest samples
for molecular profiling.
Harvests for molecular profiling
Stages of rosette development for all the plants grown in the
PHENOPSIS platform were noted every 2–3 days during the six
experiments. Based on the first experiment in each environmental
condition (Exp.1 and Exp.4), stages of rosette development when the
leaf 6 reached the four stages were identified and were used in the
following experiments to reproduce a similar sample between
experiments. The day before leaf harvest, plants to be harvested were
marked with a small plastic tag, pointing toward the tip of the 6th leaf.
At each stage, leaves 6 were harvested during the last hour before the
light is on (under green light) and before the light is off. To collect
enough leaf material for profiling with the different technologies, each
sample was prepared by bulking material from numerous plants. The
frozen plantmaterial was sent to theMPI in Golm,where it was ground
and aliquoted using a cryogenic grinder instrument (German Patent
No. 08146.0025U1).
DNA ploidy level
At each stage and under each water condition, the sixth leaf was
collected from five plants and was frozen individually and immedi-
ately in liquid nitrogen. Flow cytometry analysis was done as
described by Cookson et al (2006). For each sample, 3000 nuclei were
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counted and the percentage of cells at 2C, 4C, 8C, 16C, 32C and 64C
was calculated. The endoreduplication factor (i.e., the mean number
of endocycles per 100 cells) was calculated from these percentage
values as follows: EF¼ 0%2Cþ 1%4Cþ 2%8Cþ 3%16Cþ
4%32Cþ 5%64C.
Tiling array transcript data
Gene expression in leaves of the four developmental stages and at the
two diurnal time points in the short-day optimalwater (SOW) and short-
day mild water-deficit (SWD) experiments, as well as in a reference
mixed rosette sample was profiled using AGRONOMICS1 microarrays
(Rehrauer et al, 2010) matched against the TAIR10 CDF file. After
exclusion of the probe sets for plastid transcripts, 25150 probe sets
representing 24 985 genes gave above-background signals with
P-valueo0.05 in at least one of the samples in SOW and 27 882
transcripts representing 27707 genes in SWD. The log2-transformed
sample/reference ratios were used in all the analyses. A more detailed
explanation is provided in the Supplementary Experimental Procedures.
Microarray raw and processed data are available via ArrayExpress
(E-MTAB-1056) and the AGRON-OMICS data repositories.
Quantitative RT–PCR transcript data for plastid
transcripts
Sincemost plastid mRNAs are not polyadenylated and the labelling for
the AGRONOMICS1 microarray was based on oligodT primers, the
transcripts for 80 plastid-encoded genes were profiled for the 24 SOW
samples and the reference sample with quantitative RT–PCR
(RT–qPCR). Again, all the analyses were based on the log2-
transformed sample/reference ratios. A comparison of the standard
deviations of the replicate means for the microarray and RT–qPCR
transcript profiles for the 69 plastid transcripts for which we have both
data types confirmed that the RT–qPCR data are more robust, as their
average standard deviation was 0.27, versus 0.58 for the microarray
plastid transcript data (Supplementary Figure 11). For this reason, only
the RT–qPCR plastid transcript data were used in all further analyses.
Quantitative iTRAQ proteomics data
Proteins in leaves of the four developmental stages and at the two
diurnal time points in the SOW and SWD experiments and of the
reference sample were quantified using the 8-plex iTRAQ isobaric
tagging reagent (Ross et al, 2004; Pierce et al, 2008) according to the
labelling scheme in Supplementary Tables 24 and 25. The labelled
peptides were fractionated with strong cation-exchange (SCX) and
purified before mass spectrometry measurements on an Orbitrap mass
spectrometer. The resulting spectra were matched to peptides with the
database-dependent search algorithm Mascot (Mascot Science, Lon-
don, UK) searching the TAIR10 protein database (Lamesch et al, 2012)
and the peptide spectrum assignments were filtered for peptide
unambiguity in the pep2pro database (Baerenfaller et al, 2011; Hirsch-
Hoffmann et al, 2012). Accepting only unambiguous peptides with ion
score 424 and an expect value o0.05 resulted in 203158 assigned
spectra at a spectrum FDR of 0.09% in SOW and 145 564 assigned
spectra at a FDR of 0.1% in SWD. In SOW, quantitative information for
all reporter ions was available in 144 538 of these spectra leading to the
quantification of 2081 proteins based on 8710 distinct peptides
(Supplementary Table 26). In SWD, 1509 proteins were quantified
based on 5292 peptides and 74 550 spectra (Supplementary Table 27).
The histograms of the log2-transformed sample/reference protein
ratios in the different samples of biological replicate 1 in SOW
demonstrate that the ratios were about normally distributed and
display similar variances (Supplementary Figure 12), which allowed
for the statistical analyses and the comparisons detailed below. A PCA
(Figure 4) and correlation analysis (Supplementary Table 28) were
performed as quality control and to assess the variance in the data. A
more detailed explanation is provided in the Supplementary
Experimental Procedures. The proteomics data are available from
the PRIDE database (Vizcaı´no et al, 2010) (accessions 21330–21353).
Statistical analyses and clustering of the protein
and transcript changes
The statistical analytical methods were identical for the protein and
transcript data. For each individual data set, the log2-transformed
sample/reference ratios were subjected to an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) treating stage (S) and day-time (ND) as main effects. The
resulting P-values for the global F-test, the stage-dependent level
changes and the day-time-dependent level changes were corrected for
multiple testing with the Benjamini–Hochbergmethod (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995) controlling the FDR to give pGlobal (P-value for an
overall global change), pS (P-value for a change between stages) and
pND (P-value for the diurnal change). The effect size of the individual
stages and the significance of the level changes were computed with
the Tukey Honest Significant Differences (TukeyHSD) post-hoc test
followed by correction with the Benjamini–Hochberg method
(Supplementary Table 29).
Only transcripts and proteins with a pGlobalo0.05 and a maximum
fold-change4log2(1.5) were considered for further analysis. In addi-
tion, proteins had to have at least one value in each of the eight time
points, because a value for each pairwise comparison was an absolute
prerequisite for the clustering. This excluded 30 proteins in SOWand 16
in SWD from clustering (Supplementary Table 30). Clustering of the
significantly changing proteins resulted in 25 populated clusters in SOW
and 19 in SWD and for the transcripts, 77 in SOW and 68 in SWD
(Supplementary Tables 3–7; Supplementary Figures 4–7). For a small
subset of genes, the protein and transcript variation patterns were
verified using qRT–PCR and western blotting (Supplementary Figures
13 and 14; Supplementary Experimental Methods).
We defined protein and transcript stage markers by selecting those
that were significantly different in one stage, but not between the other
stages (e.g., a stage 1 marker has: P-value stage 1–stage 2 o0.05 and
P-value stage 1–stage 3 o0.05 and P-value stage 1–stage 4 o0.05
and P-value stage 2–stage 3Z0.05 and P-value stage 2–stage 4Z0.05
and P-value stage 3–stage 4Z0.05) (Supplementary Tables 4, 5 and 8).
For the integration of the proteomics and transcriptomics data, the
protein and transcript patterns that occurred in both data sets were
combined. This resulted in 220 different combined groups in SOWand
152 in SWD.
For assessing the stage-dependent diurnal changes, a two-sided
Welch test was performed and the resulting P-valueswere corrected for
multiple testing with Benjamini–Hochberg. In the correlation analysis
of the protein–transcript pairs, the Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficients were calculated and P-values were generated with a
t-statistic approach corrected with Benjamini–Hochberg.
The comparison of the protein and transcript levels between the
SOW and SWD experiment was performed with a paired t-test
comparing the values for the eight time points between the two
experiments corrected with Benjamini–Hochberg.
GO functional classification
Assignment of protein and transcript functional categories was based
on the TAIR GO categories from aspect biological process (ATH_GO_
GOSLIM_20110301.txt) excluding annotations inferred from electronic
annotation (GO evidence code IEA). The assignment was performed in
R (R Development Core Team, 2010) using the elim algorithm from the
topGO package (Alexa et al, 2006). Over-representation of categories
was assessed using Fisher’s exact test. For each set of AGIs that was
subjected to the assessment of over-representation the GO categories
with P-valueo0.01 were kept and assigned to a list of selected higher-
level GO terms according to the GO graph structure.
Supplementary information
Supplementary information is available at the Molecular Systems
Biology website (www.nature.com/msb).
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